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Abstract
HyFlex courses are starting to become an available
option for many community college students. Many
community college educators may have questions
about the HyFlex model’s use and how to ensure
students are successful in the course. This opinion
piece discusses integration of self-regulated learning
theory within the context of a HyFlex course and
how that theory helps students, and instructors,
make informed choices regarding attendance flexibility. By teaching students strategies surrounding planning, scheduling, goal setting, performance management, and reflection, instructors can provide an informed and supportive pathway to course goal mastery and success regardless of students’ choice in
class attendance.
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on hybrid flexible, or HyFlex, course design and development, “HyFlex courses are class sessions that
allow students to choose whether to attend classes
face-to-face or online, synchronously or asynchronously” (p. 1.1). HyFlex courses differ from blended,
hybrid courses in that there is no dedicated online
component or a dedicated face-to-face component,
but students choose their mode of attendance and
receive the same instruction regardless of choice.
This choice and flexibility in course attendance allows students to attend and participate in basically
any instructional mode that works best for their personal and educational needs. Often student choice to
flex class attendance meets personal need but potentially not the educational one, which can impact student success (Bettinger et al., 2017).
Teaching Students How to Learn

I think about course experiences throughout my
undergraduate and graduate education and can isolate a number of classes where the HyFlex option
would have been helpful for my personal and professional schedules. However, I can also identify
As an educator, it is critically important that I
courses where it would not have benefited my learnprovide learners with choice and flexibility. Those
ing experience. For this reason, I say the HyFlex
two words, choice and flexibility, are used so often they course is literally for anyone but not everyone. Stucan seem to become nothing more than buzzwords dents enrolled in HyFlex courses need a supportive
to college students. Buzzwords become ignored
success framework designed to teach them how to
words and may ultimately fail to promote student
self-regulate through and within the three instrucsuccess. I try very hard to ensure that my students
tional modalities. Self-regulated learning theory may
know how their choice in course attendance flexibil- be the answer to this problem.
ity can help them successfully meet the learning obSelf-regulated learning theory posits that for
jectives and to give all course elements meaning and learners to successfully master learning outcomes
purpose.
they need to be able to plan and organize the execuAccording to Brian Beatty (2019), the authority tion of learning activities, monitor their course
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performance, and reflect on areas of adjustment and
refinement (Zimmerman, 1990). Because HyFlex
courses allow students the choice to attend lectures
in an asynchronous format, it is vital for these learners to acutely self-regulate their learning experiences
with the indirect guidance of an instructor. Although
they may think they are learning content, without the
ability to critically plan, monitor, and refine their
learning, they could be mastering much less content
than anticipated. Although watching a recorded lecture may seem to be the easiest route of lecture attendance, that route may not work for every student.
This is why not every student should enroll in a
HyFlex course but use discretion within the context
of their capability to work autonomously.

ing a graphic students can follow. Students in a
HyFlex course have the ability to flex their class attendance at any time throughout the semester, so
teaching all students the process of analyzing their
performance, finding gaps, and altering their approach to instruction helps create informed learners
with regard to both performance and to attendance
choice. Keep in mind, though, most students could
care less about a theory; they need practical learning
strategies that result in more efficient and effective
learning. Ditch the technical jargon and focus on the
practice. Design of general instruction on selfregulated learning should start with goal setting, specifically using an easily understood goal setting
framework such as the SMART goal model. Emphasis should be placed on measuring goal achievement
Plan Lesson One on Self-Regulated Learning
and mastery in alignment with course learning outcomes.
The HyFlex course can have a positive impact
Subsequent to goal setting instruction, perforon student success if learners can self-direct their
mance monitoring and management strategies
progression. Teaching every student how to selfshould be shared. Present performance monitoring
regulate learning may be the way students learn how examples that align with set goals to demonstrate
to progress without the face-to-face direction of the goal achievement and reveal performance improveinstructor. The first few HyFlex courses I taught
ment needs. Students will gather two forms of data:
were a disaster, because my students who watched
mastered goal and opportunities for refinement and
recorded lectures struggled, needed my help much
improvement. Activities and resources such as remore than other students, fell quickly behind the
flective journaling, spreadsheets, KWL charts,
class as a whole, and ultimately scored much lower graphic organizers, and task prioritizing applications
on my graded assignments and assessments. This
and Web based resources can serve to engage stuvery much frustrated me, and I took a great deal of dents in productive strategies that will promote fotime to examine what happened. After an extensive cus, organization, reflection, and refining iteration.
needs assessment of the course, I found my asynchronous students spent less time in online content, Conclusion
submitted assignments late, and often allowed their
work to pile up, which created a significant extraneThe whole intent of the HyFlex course is to proous load on their performance. This led me to bevide learner flexibility through choice. Face-to-face
lieve that their ability to self-regulate through the
or online, synchronous or asynchronous, students
work was weak thus negatively impacted success in find opportunity to attend college in spite of personthe course. Refinement in my course design and in- al and professional scheduling conflicts (Beatty,
struction delivery began to include initial lessons on 2019). This opens doors to individual academic and
self-regulating practices. Teaching students about
career goals that might otherwise remain closed due
self-regulated learning at the beginning of the course to scheduling. However, sometimes that choice may
became as critical as reviewing the course syllabus,
not align learner academic needs, but through prepossibly more so. Extending that instruction
course instruction on self-regulation strategies, stuthroughout each chunk of the course continually
dents can become equipped with resources that will
reinforced initial knowledge and helped many stuhelp them be successful by customizing class attenddents cultivate self-regulating strategies within the
ance through planning, performance management,
course.
and purposeful reflection on performance. This
Instruction on learner self-regulation should be equips the HyFlex course with student success stratconducted during the first class meeting and must be egies, promoting student retention and learner permore than simply explaining the theory and provid- sistence to completion.
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